## Gas Risers – Anodeless
- Rigid, Pre-bent
- Flexible
- Commercial/Industrial (up to 8 IPS)
- Service Head Adapter

## Residential Meter Set
- Prefabricated Meter Sets
- Cast/Prefabricated Meter Bars
- LYCOSAVER Bypass Valves
- Integrated A-9 Bypass Valves

## Gas Risers – Anode
- Factory-assembled Transition Risers
- Field-assembled Risers
  - Compression Risers

## Commercial & Rotary MSAs

## Transition Fittings
- Steel to PE Transition Fittings
- Beveled, Threaded, Victaulic, or Flanged Ends
- O.D. or I.D. Coating (up to 16 IPS)

## Welded Spools
- API 1104 Certified Welds
  - Various Configurations up to 12"

## Bypass Valve (A9)
- Stand-alone or Incorporated into Meter Set Assembly Design

## Excess Flow Valves (EFV)
- Carrier Option: PE Stick, Reducers, Mechanical Fittings, Services Tees and more
- Trip Points: 450 to 1800 SCFH

## Mechanical Fittings
- LYCOFIT®
- Con-StabID Seal®
- Couplings and Tapping Tees for connecting PE pipe up to 2” diameter

## Fabricated/Specialty Products
- Riser and MSA Mounting Brackets and Stakes
- Snow Shields/Ice Guards

## Polyethylene Ball Valves
- Medium and High Density PE
- Full and Standard Port
- 3/4 IPS through 16 IPS Sizes

## Bollards/Guard Rails
- Standard light and medium duty configurations are available as well as customer specified designs

## Meter Manifolds
- Multiple Meter Drops Outlets/–
- Drops from 2 to 20

---

**CUSTOMER SERVICE**
OK: (800) 558-1373  CA: (800) 535-9255
www.hubbell.com